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UOP loses one
of its finest

AIDS spreading across
college campuses
By Ben Goorin
News Editor

By Ben Goorin

It is apparent that even though col
lege students represent the most edu
cated and informed sector of the popu
lation, most students regard AIDS as
somebody else's disease. By continu
ing a promiscuous life-style, the cam
pus population is becoming a new and
potentsource for the spreadof theAIDS
virus.
According to a study done last year
by the American College Health As
sociation and the Centers for Disease
Control, two in 1,000 college students
test positive for HIV. These figures,
however, are misleading since the
spread of the disease into the general
population is growing this year.
New studies indicate between 1.5
and 2 percent of college students have
the HTV virus. More than half of these
will eventually develop full blown
AIDS. Thevirusnolongerisisolatedin
high risk groups such as IV drug users
and male homosexuals, but rather is

Sews Editor

A professor of pharmacy at UOP
who made national headlines in 1988
with a report showing thatcocaine can
cause cardiac arrest by triggering ab
normal heart rhythms, pleaded guilty
before a federal court in Sacramento
last Thursday toa misdemeanor charge
of possessing cocaine for his own use.
The case of Edward V. Avakian Jr. Professor Doherty in one of his many appearances.
thathehadAIDSforquitesometime,"
resulted from an intensiveinvestigation By Ben Goorin
said
Dr. Dennis Flynn, a professor of
conducted by the Federal Drug En News Editor
economics
and a personal friend of
forcement Administration which
Rarely does a person come along Doherty. "For most of the time, only a
searched Avakian's records and labo
who can touch the lives of so many few people knew. He was a very pri
ratory in January. Investigators were
different people in so many different vate person and led a dual life." Ac
unable to accountforat least 100 grams
ways. Itbecomesevidentafterspeaking cording toFlynn, Doherty had become
of cocaine.
with his colleagues, students and close terribly ill last semester and knew he
Dr. Donald Sorby, Dean of the
personal friends that Kerry Doherty wouldn't be returning.
Pharmacy School, said he initiated the
has reshaped the way many act, feel
"It can hit real close," says Herrin,
investigation when it was discovered
and think.
referring toAIDS. "Nobody's immune
lhatAvakianwasorderingmorecocaine
The recent death of Economics to this. It strikes close sometimes."
for his research than was allowed in his
Professor Doherty sent shock waves
(See DOHERTY, page 2)
budget. "Those purchasing practices
through the University, and many felt
concerned me deeply,"Sorby said, "I
the sudden loss of an unique and in
felt that they should be brought to the
spiring man who in so many ways
attention of the DEA."
made a huge difference at UOP.
Avakian's lawyer, Jeffrey Staniels,
"I can't believe he's gone," said
said his client used cocaine for a brief
Professor Bill Herrin, a close friend of
period as a result of personal and pro
Doherty. "I'm a better professor be
fessional stress. "Dr. Avakian was
cause of him and a better person in
trained in substance abuse and he
general. I am going to miss the trips we
thought his training was enough to
Troy Kopp named Sports Illustrated
took together the most. We did things
protect him," Staniels said, "It turned
that, were impossible."
Offensive Player of the Week
out he was just as human as the rest of
Doherty died in San Francisco on
Details in Sports
us."
Friday Oct. 5 due to complications
Avakian came to UOP's School of
associatedwithAIDS. "Hehadknown
(See AVAKIAN, back page)

Tiqers win big
67-37

Campus crime
frightens students

spreading into mainstream society.
Dr. Sarah Grimes, of the UOP
Cowell Health Center, says the key to
protecting yourself from the disease is
to limit sexual partners, and "If you are
going to have intercourse you have to
use a condom." She says students
should be especially concerned about
engaging in sexualactivity withpeople
in the Stockton community.
'It's not going to happen to me' is
going to prove to be a fatal mistake for
many,says Grimes fpr those who"screw
up" once with the wrong sex ual partner.
"There is a sense of immortality at
being that [college] age," says Grimes,
"It is sad because education is out there.
My biggest thrust is that AIDS is
anyone's disease. It is not isolated
anymore to certain groups. You can get
it if you do not use the correct precau
tions."
Between 1 and 1.5 million Ameri
cans in the U.S. are currendy infected
with HIV and 6,060 cases of AIDS are
reported in the 20-24 year age group.
College-age men and women currently
constitute about 4 percentof all people
with AIDS in the U.S. The incubation
period for the virus averages eight years
so it is unknown how manywill become
ill with the infection until years after
they graduate.

Obscene telephone
calls reported

By Monica Yadegas

Staff Writer
thefts from cars behind the sororities
A crime which occurs at UOP
and fraternities and from cars parked on
Assistant News Editor
Stadium Drive. Houston saidthatPublic regularly, but isseldom reported, is the
Safety averages three to five arrests per offense of obscene telephone calls.
A recent Pacifican poll revealed
According to UOP Public Safety
that UOP students are seriously ques week, for charges such as outstanding
Lieutenant Jerry Houston, there have
warrants,
burgulary,
vandalism,
tres
tioning their safety at night on theUOP
been around 16 reported cases of
campus. Reasons for doubting the safety passing or drunk driving. They are not
campus residents receiving obscene
for
assualts,
as
many
students
believe.
of the campus range from a fear of
"We don't have many assualts," phone calls since the beginning of this
Stockton's high crime rate to rumors of
said
Houston, "and the ones we have school year.
violent crimes that run rampant
A sophomore student who wishes
are usually domestic in nature."So why
throughout the campus.
to remain anonymous was victimized,
then,
are
three
out
of
four
UOP
women
A poll of over250 students showed
along with a friend, for most of last
that 75 percent of women and 40 per afraid to walk alone at night?
Just a few weeks ago, a Stockton year. "On the average I'd get about 30
cent of men do not feel safe on campus
calls a day and that was when I was
at night In fact, some of them admitted girl was killed in a drive-by shooting at
home. It's psychological rape and you
that they were scared and would not the 7-11 visted frequently by UOP
feel
so weighed down," she said.
leavetheir residence hallsalone atnight. students. "I could have been there,"
Through
her cooperation with Public
"No way [would I go out alone at said one sophomore girl, "I go there
Safety, the caller was arrested. Ac
night]," said sophomore Heather Bull, three times a week."
cording to the victim, the caller was
"It's
hard
for
me
to
understand
how
"...I've had tons of friends tell me about
we are 'safe' [on campus] when things sentenced to spend some time in jail,
weird guys following them at night
like [the shooting] this happen practi two years probation, and pay a "very
People don't feel safe walking from
large fine."
fraternities to sorority circle alone, and cally next door," said another sopho
Most incidents are not accounted
more.
that's pathetic."
for.
"Some girls won't report the calls
"The neighborhood around here is
Sophomore Kristen Kolzow says
not great and the campus is totally for various reasons. They're embar
she heard about a rape near the Zrassed, they don't want to talk about it
building two weeks ago. One junior open, so anyonecan just walk on,"says
or they don't feel that it's enough of a
junior KendraHopper."I'm fineduring
said that he heard of a group of Stockton
the day, but I don't feel safe at night." nuisance," Houston said.
minorities entering a fraternity party
Freshman Lindsay Dilling has been
Many students said that they are
last week armed with knives. A Theta
receiving
obscene calls since the be
says two men tried to break into her bothered that the University does not ginning of the school year. "The first
sorority house last week, only to be tell students about violentcrimes. "We time I was alone and it made me feel
should be told...so we can be more
stopped by a security system.
alert," said sophomore Kristen Kolzow. scared, like someone could be watch
Senior Steve Lloyd, said an Omega
"We feel we're safe When we aren't," ing me. Now, though, I'm kindof used
Phi Alpha was shot in thegroin in front
said senior Cyndi Strub, "because this to them and a lot of people are getting
of Grace by "townies" a few years ago
them in my dorm,"said Dilling.
when he tried to defend a few little school doesn't publicize anything."
The caller often times is someone
However, according to Houston,
sisters. Another senior says a friend of
the
victim is acquainted with either
Public Safety reports every crime that
his, a 6-foot, 230-pound UOP football
socially
or personally. There are also
player, was jumped and assaulted this occurrs on campus, "unless it's a seri random callers who, according to
ous case that's currently being investi
summer on his way from the UC
gated." Houston says thatPublic Safety Houston, search for dorm rooms with
apartments to the townhouses. Ajunior
distributes over200copies of thecrime girls.
says a member of his fraternity was
"I feel offended and violated. I
report across campus every week.
robbed "with a gun tohis head" in front
don'twantto
answer thephone because
"And," Houston says, "not all crimes
ofPresident Atchley's house last spring.
are reported to Public Safety for par- it might be him," said Freshman Venus
Stories like these, some true, some
,
Moll, who has been receiving calls
not, may be a major cause of students' ocular reasons, espe
about four times a week for the past
fears. According toPublic Safety Lieu assualts.
Not all UOP students feel unsafe, month.
tenant Jerry L. Houston, most crimes
In cases that are reported, Public
ontheUOPcampusarethefts,especially (See SAFETY, page 2)

By Gail Pubols
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Safety then requests the victims to log
the calls. After several calls, with the
assistance of the phone company, there
is a tap put on the phone. The rap often
leads to the arrests of the callers. Ac
cording to Houston, they have "made
two or three arrests this year.
Preventive measures which can be
taken include not leaving a name on the
answering machine, hanging upon the
callerwithoutsayinganythingandmost
importantly, "being careful with who
you entrust your number to. And in all
cases report it to Public Safety. If we
don't know about it, there's nothing we
can do," said Houston.
According to the Lieutenant, the
phone call is classified as obscene if it
meets the California Penal Code 653m
which states: 'Every person who with
intent to annoy telephones another and
addresses to or about the other person
any obscene language... or any threat to
inflict injuty to the person,... is guilty of
a misdemeanor."

Fraternity
serves
kids

(See AIDS, page 2)

Stricter insurance
adopted by Sororities
hazing, sexual abuse andchapter health
and safety. It was developed by the
Staff Writer
Fraternity Executives Association
(FEC) in 1987 for men's fraternities at
Three sororities at UOP have recently adopted a new alcohol policy. a time when many were having diffi
The national offices of Delta Gamma, culty finding liability coverage.
During the past three years, FIPG
Alpha Chi Omega, and Kappa Alpha
has
been active with the following ac
Theta have implemented a new insur
complishments:
ance policy called Fraternity Insurance
- Adopting an extensive risk manPurchasing Group (FIPG), for all
agementpolicy
in theareas stated above.
Chapters nationwide.
- Beginning implementation of this
According to the FIPG provisions,
no alcoholic beverages may be pur risk management policy in fall, 1988.
- establishing a process for verifi
chased through the Chapter treasury.
The purchase and/or use of a bulk cation of implementation and enforce
quantity of such alcoholic beverage, ment of the risk management policy.
- Starting an education program
ie., kegs, is prohibited. No Chapter
members, collectively or individually, underway for chapters and alumni.
It has focused attention on critical
shall purchase for, serve to or sell any
alcoholic beverages to any minor (ie., issue areas. Mainly the focus has been
those under legal "drinking age"). All on alcohol among undergraduates,
rush activities associated with any alumni, staff and the academic com
Chapter will be DRY rush functions. munity. The risk management policy is
No members shall permit, tolerate, abig change for mostchapters involved
encourage or participate in "drinking and will take some time to become
fully operational.
games."
Michelle John, President of the
"I don't really think it's realistic,
but with the liability situation with Panhellenic Council, said, "I think that
Greeks nationally, it's going to have to as of now, the fraternities and sororities
happen if theGreeksystem is to survive are not aware of all of the details in
at all," said Tri Delta President, Jenna volved with FIPG. There seems to be
Beard. Tri Delta has not adopted the a lot of gray area, but we're working
policy as of yet, but plans to in the towards an understanding of FIPG and
hopefully with cooperation from all
future.
Emma Park, Delta Gamma sopho groups involved, the policy can be
more, said, "It's ridiculous!
It's implemented in a positive and suc
prompting people to go off campus, cessful manner."
Many Inter-Fratemity Councils and
and then drink and drive.The all-Greek
party that was planned during Greek a few college campuses have also
adopted identical policies. Five fra
Week did not work because of it"
. FIPG is an extensive risk manage ternities, which do not purchase insurment policy in the areas of alcohol, (See INSURANCE, page 2)

By Julie Webster

Eighteen young children, from a
temporary placementcenter, faced the
disappointment of a cancelled annual
club fest last Saturday due to lack of
participants. The Mary Graham
Children's Shelter isa temporary home
for children who have been abused or
neglected and are awaiting to be placed
in a foster care. The club fest is an all
day event in which Mary Graham,
community organizations and volun
teers, set up activity booths with games
and free prizes for the children.
That is why sixteen UOP students
from Alpha Phi Omega, the National
Service Fraternity, spent Saturday at
the shelter making chocolate chip
(See SHELTER, page 2)

Dr. Grimes feels students should be
aware that bisexual practice is more
common and UOP is diversified in
many areas. She encourages students
who have had unprotected sexual con
tact with a prostitute, a bisexual, a ho
mosexual, IV drag users, or persons
who have regular occurrences of other
sexually transmitted diseases tobe tested
for the AIDS virus.
Condoms greatly reduce thechance
of spreading the germs causing gonor
rhea, syphilis, chlamydia, herpes,
hepatitis-BandAIDS. "Iam shockingly
treating patients who are not using
condoms," says Grimes.
Other precautions include discus
sion of yoursexual history withanybody
you are considering having sex with.
Having sex with one person means
exposing yourself to everybody they
have had sex with as well.
The AIDS virus can be passed from
one person to another long before
symptoms arise. It is impossible to tell
whetheraperson carries theAIDS virus
by their appearance and someone who
may nevercome down with the disease
can pass it along.
"Students are hesitant to talk about
a topic like this in front of people,"says
Dr. Nahhas who teaches 'AIDS and

This Week
Last chance for graduate school
Tuition beats inflation, again
The ABCs of AIDS...
Safari provides summer fun
Professor plans new program
Volleyball wins three
Football explodes against Titans
Volleyball sets record
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(Continued from page 1)
Flynn says that Doherty wasn't hiding
it anymore."He felt people with AIDS
had a bad wrap, and in a way he wanted
everyone to know."
A former student of Doherty was
shocked to learn of his death. "Itseemed
so sudden. I just saw him over the
summer," said Tod Pitts. "I feel like it
was a loss to the school which in no
way would ever see a professor like
*' him again."
Doherty wasknown for his creative
and innovative teaching methods. "He
was a real dynamic person and got so
' much devotion out of his students,"
. said Economic Professor Lori Warner.
"He did absolutely outrageous things
in class." Students say that in class he
jumped on top of desks, drew graphs
' whichextendedoutthedoorandsudsed
i- his hair with shampoo. "We never
£ knew what toexpect but always looked
J- forward to it," said Pitts.
The committee which evaluated
i Doherty for tenure and promotion de
scribed student evaluations as "off the
1 charts" and was particularly impressed
with his outstand ng student advising.
"He was given the highest recommen
dation I have seen in the economics
department on his teaching and work
with his students," said Professor David
Kcefe, who chaired the committee.
Keefe also said he heard that the Uni
versity never before saw such an out
standing record on teaching. "He took
a tremendous amount of time with
students who were interested in learn
ing," saidSuzanne Westphal, secretary
of the economics department.
Doherty taughthisclassbyoffering
real life examples to explain compli
cated economic theory. "He was hard
in class, but found ways to explain
things. He was funny, but I learned a
lot," said Kristen Oliveri, a student
who took him twice despite receiving a
poor grade the first time. Pittssaid, "He
put everything in simple terms and
took a dry matter and made it exciting
to learn."
Flynn says that colleagues held him
in even higher esteem than the students
did. "He is more than entertaining. He
had a really great mind and was an

unbelievable mathematician. He
changed the way I view economics."
To Flynn, Doherty was a valuable re
source, and they worked together
solving highly advanced economic
theory. "I learned more from Kerry
than I did in graduate school," said
Flynn, who often sat in on Doherty's
class.
"I never met anyone like Kerry,"
said Economics Professor Timothy
Opiela. "He enjoyed life more than
anyone. He was serious, but off the
wall. He had a big influenceon the way
people taught" By memorizing all of
his students' names, Doherty kept
things formal by calling everybody by
their last names, a practice many eco
nomics professors have adopted.
"He did not set a model for us to
follow, but rather he set a standard for
us whichfew could ever aspire to," said
Keefe, who has learned from Doherty.
"You can be very demanding of your
self to reach excellence, and it is pos
sible to work very hard and still havean
enormous amount of fun."
Those who knew Doherty say that
his radical appearance has nothing to
do with a lack of professionalism. "He
thought extremely hard before doing
anything," said Opiela. "Everything he
did was planned andorderly and at the
same time spontaneous. He had a drive
for getting things done."
Every leap year, Doherty shaved
his entire head and face. "He planned
outrageous things for maximum shock
value," said Flynn. "He seemed crazy,
but actually was the most logical per
son I've ever met. One of the great
ironies is that he looked irresponsible;
he didn't look like an intellectual...
People inhisotherlifestyledidn'tknow
he was a professor."
"He didn't care about materialism;
he cared about people," said Flynn.
"He loved life and was so upbeat... He
was completely honest, reliable and
generous.
Doherty was also a concert level
pianist and is survived by two loving
sisters who had no idea their brother
was regarded as an outstanding pro
fessor. Hehas been described as unduly
modest:
AmongeverythingelsethatDoherty
has meant to people around him, his
friendship has proved to be the most
valuable. "As a friend, he was always

PHOTOGRAPHY
On Stockton's Miracle Mile

Graduation Portrait
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there," said Herrin. "If you needed a
favor, you could count on him, al
ways."
Perhaps most students will re
member Doherty's ability to turn an
average day of classes into something
unique and special. Hiscolleagueswill
no doubt miss his knowledge of eco
nomics and his sparkling personality
which lit up the department. But those
who shared even more with him have
lost a friend.
"It's a horrible disease, and a lot of
good people fall victim," said Flynn.
"Even when he was sick and was dy
ing, he said his 40 years were packed,
and up to the end, he wouldn't do
anything differently."

INSURANCE
(Continued from page 1)
ance through the FIPG, have also
adopted identical policies. The poli
cies of FBPG are supported by the FEA
membership and they will be the op
erating standard for all fraternities in
the future.
Delta Gamma, Alpha Chi Omega,
and Kappa Alpha Theta are the first
women's fraternities to join the FIPG.
Men's and women's fraternities share
liabiltiy concerns and are looking for
ways tocooperate in reducing risk. By
subscribing to the same risk manage
ment procedures, both groups join in
the attempt for cooperation to promote
responsible behavior.
"After long meetings with advisors,
I see that we need to have this policy
because of liabilities. I don'tlikeit,but
that's the way it is now," said Delta
Gamma President, Megan McElhinney.
An article about FIPG in The
Kappa Alpha Theta Maeazine stated,
"The men's groups have been critical
of the women in the past, charging that
fraternities have been forced to hold
mostof theparties on their premises..."
Emily Alexander,Thetajunior, said,
"The fraternities will probably save a
lot of money because they have paid a
long time for "freeloading" [at their
parties]," but, she said,"...it definitely
promotes drinking off campus."
This is a nationwide controversy.
Beth Engelman, Tri Delta senior, said,
"My brother called me the other day
from Gettysburg College, in Pennsyl
vania, complaining that his fraternity
was no longer able to serve kegs. Also
at his school, the BYOB policy is limited
to four beers per person."
Membersof FIPG believe that,"...in
order to have long-term success, this
needs to be a partnership." During the
1989-90academic year FEPG evaluated
progress with education and imple
mentation. This year, they are con
tinuing withthe policy andall members
will be enforcing all risk management
policies to the fullest extent.

Last chance for
graduate school
By Robert
Staff Writer

Long

Juniors, do you plan on attending
graduate school? Seniors, do you re
alize that deadlines for taking the
Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
are passing quickly? Do you know
whatit takes to be accepted in agraduate
program?
"Graduate School is great, if you
know what you want," says Helen
Scully, Associate Director of the Career
Planning and Placement Center.
Admissions people are looking for
a variety of attributes from students
and a well produced application, accordingtoDeanReubenSmith, Director
of Research and Sponsored Programs
at the University of the Pacific.
When applying to graduate school,
there are four areas of interest to ad
missions officials. First, according to
Smith, "We are looking for a consis
tency ingrades." Healsobelieves, that
if a student had difficulty his first two
years in college and can show im
provement over their last years in
college,"The Graduate School willpay
more attention to the last two years,
then to all four years."
Smith said that the minimum grade
point excepted at UOP is a 3.0., and it
can change depending on the program
or university.
A good score on the Graduate
RecordExamination is vital. "The tests
are used in combination with the
GP.A.," said Smith. A high score on
the G.R.E. will increase the chances of
students with poor GP.A.S.
Another element in the application
process is a personal statement. Smith
recommends that students write about
their experiences in their undergradu
ate years or about their future goals.
If you had poor academic years,
writeandexplain what happened. Smith
says that these letters help officials
understand questionable areas of your
application and your motives. Other
professors may warn against bringing
attention to a weakness in your appli
cation.
The last area of the application are
the letters of recommendation. When
you ask a faculty member to write your
letter, remind them to mention your
particular strengths and according to
Smith, have them answer the question,
"Why should we take this student?"
As for the examinations, familiar
ity and preparations are important for
doing well. "Start preparing early,
even in yourjunior year,"says a senior.
Be familiar with the test. Smith said to
read the samples and time yourself.
Other preparations include reading the
preparation books on the market. All
of these factors can help decrease test

Round Table Piz2a

SAFETY
(Continued from page 1)

anxiety.
TheCareerPlanningandPlacement
Centeroffersavarietyofbooks students
can read. Someof them include; "How
in nrenare for the National Teachers
Examinations." "How to Prepare for
the Law School Admission Test."
MCAT: Medical College Admission
Test," and How to prepare for the
Graduate Record Examination."
The center also offers counseling in
writing your entrance essay and indi
vidual advising regarding different
graduate school programs.
Because it is expensive and time
consuming, Scully feels students should
weigh the reasons for and against at
tending graduate school. Both Scully
and Smith feel that students should
know by their junior year whether or
not they want to attend a graduate
program.
There are many different graduate
programs and business students, law
students and medical students must
undergo a seperate process. Dr. Lee
Christcnsen, Chairman of the Biologi
cal Studies, said that medical schools
are also searching for students who
have a well rounded academic back
ground, not necessarily a science
background. Dr. Paul Richmond, Pro
fessor of the Biological Sciences em
phasized a 3.5 gradepoint or better and
an average of 10's on the Medical
College Admission Test.
Test dates for the Graduate Record
Examination are Dec. 8 and Feb. 2.
Test dates for the Law Scholastic Ap
titude Test are Dec. 1 and Feb. 9. Test
dates for the Medical College Admis
sion Testare next April 27 and Sept 14.
Registration for these tests are much
earlier. The deadlines toapply to many
graduate schools are in December and
January.

AIDS
(Continued from page 1)
Sexually TransmittedDiseases'atUOP.
"It is very important to speak frankly
and openly about sexual history."
Nahhas' teaching methods encourage
students to be open with their sexuality
and he says studentshave told him that
the class may have saved their lives.
"When you're 20, the thought of
death isn't on your mind," says Hu
manity Professor Mel Thomas whohas
seen friends with AIDS die " The
longer we are silent the longer people
are going to go on believing miscon
ceptions of the disease."
"Nobody deserves to die this kind
of death," says Thomas, "Burying
friends is painful, especially when you
watch their last days lived in agony. It
comes down to being prepared to talk
about the pain this virus causes to ev
erybody."

though. "Idon'tthinkthatmany intrud
ers come on campus at night, and only
a few of those who do actually want to
harm someone," said senior Lisa
Harenberg. "I'm confident in my
abilities to defend myself."
"I have faith in myself and my
running ability," says sophomore Dave
Snow.
"I don't really walk places where I
feel unsafe," said junior Heather
Schoeny. "I feel comfortable walking
to the library, but I probably wouldn't
go to the quads."
Junior MacGregor Read says he
definitely feels safe. "I know public
safety has a blue phone every 50 feet,
and I know they'll save me."Although
many students polled expressed this
faith in the blue phones, most said that
they walkin groups wheneverpossible.
Senior Laurie Weil says she relies
on friends to keep her safe. "I go to the
fraternities [whenever Ineed an escort]
and grab the guys to walk with me.
You've got to be smart, thinking, totally
aware of your surroundings if you're
going to be alone. You've got to be one
step ahead of the game."
Senior Kirk Bailey says that when
he has to walk alone at night, he"always
carries a whistle. I take it out of my
pocket when I'm not nearablue phone."

SHELTER
(Continued from page /)
cookies with the children.
"When we found out it [the club
fest] had been cancelled, we thought
the children may be disappointed. We
felt it was important for the children to
know that the community still cares
about them,"says Vidah Hekmaty,
Aplha Phi Omega's service coordina
tor, "So we kept our appointment,
planned aproject, and wentdown to the
shelter to be with the kids."
When Alpha Phi Omega arrived,
several children were already eagerly
waiting on the front door steps of the
shelter. The children were able to get
their hands into every part of the cookie
preparation. While the cookies were
baking, the kids kept busy decorating'
paper bags for their cookies, drawing,
playing thepiano or playing volleyball
outside. Each child received their own
bag of cookies to eat after lunch.
Alpha Phi Omega participants got a
lot out of the project. Many agreed that
making the cookies and looking after
the kids was hectic, but everyone had
lots of fun. "The hardest part about
working with the children at Mary
Graham Shelter,"says IlimaDeLaCruz
of Alpha Phi Omega, "is having to say
goodbye to them, because they love
attention and never want visitors to
leave. However, this can be very heart
warming and rewarding."
The center encourages volunteer
participation, and seeks organizations
which can visitandspend time with the
children. "Itisimportantforthechildren
to know and see that people do care
about them,"says Hekmaty. Interested
parties who wish to become involved
or want more information can call Mary
Graham Hall at 468-6966.
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Campus crime spurs weapon sales
(CPS) — Fear of campus crime
spurred in part by the August murders
of five collegians in Gainesville, Fla.,
has sparked brisk sales of security de
vices to students at some schools.
"College communities are becom
ing increasingly aware of and con
cerned over the many dangers that face
students on a day-to-day basis," says
Sean Tallarico,director of security and
safety at Moravian College in Penn
sylvania.
As part of its new Operation Alert,
Moravian has started offering
"screaming flashlights" — portable
flashlight/alarms that sound a highpitched siren when a switch is pressed
or when the carrying strap is pulled

from its socket—to the freshman on a
trial basis. At the end of the semester,
the students can either buy it or return
it
Nearby Wilkes University started
offering the "Alarm Light," manufac
tured by Fields Enterprises in
Kingstown, Pa., last year. State Uni
versity of New York-Purchase, Syra
cuse University, St. Mary's College in
Mary land,Cedar Crest College, King's
College and the Philadelphia are trying
out the Alarm Lightsaid manufacturer
Matt Fields.
"I'm very happy with it," Tallarico
said. "It's a good safety/ thing for our
students to carry with them."
Similarly, ZEI Corporation, a Mi

ami-based firm, is selling a portable
security alarm to students.
"It gives these students the protec
tion they need," maintains designer
Lincoln Zonn.
The murders of five students within
three days in Gainesville the last week
of August prompted widespread panic
on the UF campus. Many left for home
justas classes were starting. Some who
stayed held large slumber parties for
protection. The student paper, the Inde
pendent Alligator, suddenly got an in
flux of ads for mace, tear gas and stun
guns.
While police investigating the case
say they have several suspects, no one
yet has been charged.
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Northwestern Mutual Agents.
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They all have certain traits in common.
They're achievement-oriented individ
uals who'll accept nothing short of suc
cess. They crave their independence,
because they know know to rely on
their own initiative. And they love a
challenge as much as the rewards. Yet,
they never lose sight of fundamental
values like caring about and guiding
others.

If you aspire to rise above an ordi
nary life, you'll discover the unlimited
opportunities you long for as a North
western Mutual agent. This field offers
a broad range of career specialties.
And with intensive training and topperforming products, you'll be able to
advance quickly as you wish. In fact,
more than 1,500 Northwestern Mutual
agents averaged more than $ 100,000 in
commissioned earnings last year.

Please Make Your Reservations Today At The Career
Planning And Placement Center To See Us On Oct. 24
Become one of the elite. Send for a FREE
career kit.
Contains informative articles to help you land
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Human Resources Director
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San Francisco, CA 94104
415/956-8900, ext. 227
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B o o k s . . . and a whole lot more!
If it's not on the shelf... ask. We can probably have it in 48 hours or less!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
SALE ENDS 10/25/90 • NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY • LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND
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- EDITORIAL

The ABCs of AIDS
As each day slips by, so too does another life lost to the tragedy
that is AIDS. This fatal disease has not only torn loved ones from
their families, but has made Americans the victims of a cruel
lesson: ignorance is not bliss. October marks National AIDS
Awareness Month, and once again presents the opportunity and
responsibility of students to focus their attention onAIDS education
and not AIDS stereotypes.
Nearly one decade after the first victims of the vims fell, the
majority of people are still unknowledgable of the facts pertaining
to AIDS. It remains in many mindsas the problemof gays and drug
users. "That's that fag disease, huh?" is the common response.
"Well, they shouldn't be sticking needles in their aim anyway," is
another. And without fail, there will be those around you who say
it's the punishment of a higher power. The troth is not found in any
of these excuses. AIDS is not a disease that kills "fags" or drug
users or the immoral. AIDS doesn'tkill stereotypes, it kills people.
And you can be next. Yes, you. The invincible you. Not
because of yourdrug habit, not because of your sexual preference,
but because of your ignorance. The more you know about AIDS,
the less chance you have of acquiring the HIV virus. The
responibility is now in your hands. Maybe the virus was introduced
because of actions you think wrong, but regardless, you have the
opportunity to stop AIDS from reaching epidemic proportions.
How will this happen? Through education and the willingness
to open your mind up to people and facts instead of prejudice and
hate. The time for that is over. The time has begun for you to seek
the answers that can make a difference. How does your lifestyle fit
into the AIDS scenario, and what can you do about it? Are you at
high risk? Why?
There are millions of people in the world, probably some even
on this campus, that are knowingly or unknowingly carrying the
AIDS virus. For some this may be scary. Those are the people who
need to reflect on what it is they're doing that's making them
scared. If people such as these and others ignorant to the presence
and power of AIDS seek the reality of this problem, at hospitals,
doctors' offices, or in the Cowell Health Center, maybe we won't
have to worry about AIDS Awareness Months in the future.
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The Pacific
parking problem
"Hey Atchley! Walk a mile in my shoes!"
By David Hurst
Editorial Editor
Did you ever get that story from
your parents or grandparents about
"walking five miles to school everyday
through five inches of snow and then
walking five miles back home?" I've
heard the story many times on TV,
never expecting to go through similar
circumstances. Unfortunately, I've
found the perfect location for such an
event. UOP. Granted, the snow's
missing and the campus is far from five
miles across, but it can sure seem that
way when you can't find parking and
have to resort to hoofing it from the
fraternities to your room in the quads.
To some, thiscomplaint may sound
petty. And, to be sure, I'm not saying
that the exercise is unwarranted.
However, the fact remains that when
students pay $50 they shouldn't have to
cruise the campus during the day in
order to park their vehicle.
Actually, though it's hard to find
parking in the mid day on campus, at
least there's the satisfaction of know
ing thatthe spaces are filled by students
from off-campus who have paid a
similar $50 fee. This satisfaction does
not come, however, when one returns
to UOP on Saturday night and find
spaces nearby theirresidence hall taken
from football fans. Don'tgetme wrong.
The Tigers are having a good season
and I wish them all the success they
deserve, but their fansshould be parking
somewhere other than in residence hall
spaces. Does the administration really
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expect students to be content in having
to lug their luggage from a car parked
in front of Bums Tower to the quads?
Also irritating are the signs posted
around the campus indicating that
parking is a violation from 12 a.m.-6
a.m. For those who live near South/
West, a majority of the parking is in
dicated as such. Does this mean that
when a resident parks in a restricted
area during theday because of a lack of
available parking, and then realizes
after going to bed that they're where
they shouldn't be, they must then get
dressed and trek across campus in the
middle of the evening toavoid a ticket?
Not only does this seem outra
geously unfair, it's undeniably unsafe.
To expect students to walk toill-lighted
areas and far away lots to get their
vehicle leaves room for almost any thing
to happen.
What it all boils down to is a need
for more parking and a need for less
restrictions. The administration should
defintely take this into consideration.
For months students have heard about
the new Conservatory building, the
quest for more students, and increased
attendance at football games. That's
great, but where is everybody going to
park? And will they park if they know
they have to walk across campus to get
to their event?
Parking is a concern of many stu
dents on campus. So is safety. The
administration needs to meet these two
head on before they become a more
serious problem.
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=LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Pleased with
Public Safety
I would like tocomment on the last
"PacificTalks"article- "Is Public Safety
effective on campus?" We here at
Pacific don't realize how lucky we are
to have Public Safety on our campus;
many institutions don't have such a
security force on campus.
As Head Resident of one of the
quad buildings I've had to rely on Public
Safetyforassistanceonafewoccasions.
Without failure, they havealways come
to my assistance within 30-90 seconds
(that's unheard of when you're dealing
with Stockton Police Department).
They're extremely well trained and
professional. What's even more im-

portant is that they do all they can to
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I was talking to a friend the other Jj American u
night and she told me that when her
^participanisSu.y .n Dapartment off campus was robbed,
equipped with sw»i
Stockton Police wouldn't even come to
her house. They senther some forms in
the mail and she was left to fend (!|C
forherself.
JJ
It's a drag when your only contact j| •
with Public Safety is through a traffic
ticket, but let'sgive credit where credit
is due!
Rod Grassmann
Head Resident Eiselen House

Letters
Have you got something you want to say about an article
you've seen inThe Pacifican! Problems with a story or praise for
policies, people or places on campus? Why not write a letter to
the editor? The Pacifican is read by nearly 94percent of the
student body and 96percent of the faculty. Now's your chance to
be heard.
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All
submissions must have a name, address and telephone number to
be considered for print.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length and
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following
Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hall,
Stockton, Ca. 95211.
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Russ Johnson
Sophomore
Psychology

Is AIDS a concern on campus?

Katy McCarthy
Freshman
Education

Ray Crisologo
Sophomore
Music

Neil Visnapull
Freshman
Music
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Lisa Uithoven
Freshman
International Relations
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Steve Webster
Freshman
Psychology
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I'm not concerned because I'm not
gay and I use contraceptives.

No, I don't think so. If it is an issue,
I don't think it's out in the open.

hi
It doesn't seem to be, because I
don t really know anybody here
who has AIDS. I'm not too con
cerned.

goZf° mm.
where people get information about
AIDS. I don't think it's somethina
People on campus talk about.
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It is a concern on campus because
1
medical concem and
,
Peopleneed to know how to deal with
it.
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INTERNATIONAL
Safari provides summer fun
By Marjorie Chase
international Editor
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Almost every summer, Dr. Ri
chard Tenaza of the UOP biology de
partment, leads a safari to Africa. On
his last safari in August 1990, 14
people attended, including several UOP
students. "The group was a good size
this year," says Tenaza."Usually the
groups vary in number."
A typical day on safari includes
getting up usually around 7:00am, hav
ing breakfast and then loading into
vans by 8am. The vans depart and
usually travel for several hours before
reaching their destination.
There is an abundance of wildlife
everywhere you look as well as people
from the Massai tribe herding cattle,
sheep and goats along the roadside, so
it is quite impossible to become bored
during the drive. One passes through
mountains, plains, villages, markets,
coffee plantations and many other
unique sights. Often stopping for
breaks, drivers pull up to curio stands
along the way where local tribes sell
jewelry, wood carvings, spears and
many other items that they make by
hand. Many of them prefer to trade
their products for something that you
have brought from home like t-shirts,
hats, tennis shoes or nail polish. You
can get the best deals when you bargain
with American dollars or British
pounds.
The participants stay in hotels or
lodges, many equipped withswimming

By Marjorie Chase
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and also an opportunity to see croco
diles come out of the river toeat. At two
other hotels, there were opportunities
to rent horses and ride through coffee
plantations, by lakes and rivers, and
even on an open plain with giraffe,
zebra and other wildlife.
Other exciting adventures in
cluded watching lions and their cubs
eat a kill, following cheetahs, leopards
and lions stalk their prey, watching
herds of wildebeest, topi, zebra, dikdik, monkeys, baboons, hippos, rhi
nos, giraffes and many other exotic
animals, one of which was a black
cobra thatcame into the hotel lobby by
accident.'We also went to a restaurant
that served exotic foods such as zebra,
wildebeest and topi. Most of the group
tried all of the various foods.
Everywhere you turned there was
excitement and adventure, but the most
that the group got from the safari was
an educational experience that was
impossible to forget. Dr. Tenaza was
always available for questions and he
also lead several discussions during the
safari to explain about the various
animals, their habits, how todistinguish
them, their mating habits, and more.
Overall, the safari was an excit
ing educational experience,and I greatly
encourage adventurers to attend the
next East African Wildlife Safari. It
will be an experience that you will
always treasure.

HELP WANTED
CIEE
The Pacifican is accepting
holds
applications for the
positions of Assistant
conference
By Marjorie Chase

International Editor

The 43rd International Conference
on Educational Exchange will take
place November 7-9, in Charleston,
South Carolina.
The conference, sponsored by the
Council on International Educational
Exchange (CEEE), is well known for
confronting principle issuesin the field
of study abroad. The theme at this
year's conference is "International
Education: Broadening the Base of
Participation."
During the three- day conference,
sessions will focus on multinational
approaches to increasing participation
by the underrepresented.
The 1989 President's Conference
on Educational Exchange set interna
tional competence as a national prior
ity. In January, 1991, the Higher Edu
cation Act undergoes its five- year re
view. This is a major opportunity for
the international educational commu
nity to influence the proposed legisla
ture to expand access to opportunities
for studyabroad byAmerican students.

UOP: internationally
SIS
invites
recognized
ambassador UOP attracts foreign students

nt Eiselen House

1

pools and rather nice facilities. Hotels
are used as rendez-vous points fpr lunch,
while picnic lunches are provided for
safaris that last all day.
Among the many places travelled
to last summer in Kenya and Tanzania
were the Serengetti National Wildlife
Park with its abundance of Wildlife, the
Ngorongoro Crater where few of the
last remaining black rhino left in the
world can be seen and theArk which is
a hotel that resembles Noah's Ark as
well as many other exotic and exciting
places of interest.
Another point of interest during
the trip was crossing theequator before
heading to lunch at the Mount Kenya
Safari Club, which was established by
the late actor, William Holden. At the
equator, a native villager put on a
demonstration of Corriolos effect,
which shows how water flows differ
ently in each hemisphere.
During the safari, the vans en
countered a herd of 50 elephants and
were right in the middle of them.Several
males bluffed charges at the vans. This
was an excellent photo opportunity.
At theNgorongoroCrater,the group
took jeeps down into the crater where
they were fortunate enough to see
several of the last remaining black
rhinos in the world.
The hotels also provided excite
ment. In S&mburu, there was a dem
onstration of Native African dancing
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By Jacquie Squires

International Editor

Staff Writer

Sir John Leahy, former assistant
under-sectetary for theBfffish Fdreign
Service, has been invited to speak in a
lecture entitled, "The Middle-East: A
Britsh Perspective." The lecture will
take place on Monday, October 22, at
4p.m. in George Wilson Hall. It will
include information about the current
crises in the Middle East with a ques
tion and answer period following the
lecture, along with a reception.
Leahy will also speak with OASIS
members at an informal gathering at
9:00 pm. UOP students who are inter
ested in international affairs are en
couraged tojoin the gathering since Sir
John has diverse international experi
ence and students can speak with stu
dents individually.
Leahy has held many posts with
the British Foreign Service including
his post of Assistant Under-Secretary
for Information, United Nations and
North African Affairs. He was also
Ambassador to South Africa during the
negotiations
for
Rhodesian
independance, as well as Deputy Un
der-Secretary for the Middle East and
Africa. He also held posts in Paris and
Tehran and was Third Secretary in
Singapore.
This is an excellent opportunity
for first- hand information. For further
information regarding his visit to the
US, you may contact Arlene Whittle at
the School of International Studies, at
946-2650.

The fact that UOP is recognized by
many governments of othef countries
facilitates foreign students in coming
here tostudy. Many governments send
students to foreign countries with grants
so they can obtain an excellent educa
tion as well as learn about othercultures
and languages.
The majority of foreign students
at UOP are enrolled in the School of
Engineering. One student, whose
brother graduated last year, says that he
has always heard good thingsabout the
school.
Another large concentration of
foreign students is in the School of
Business and Public Administration.
One of its students, Karen Hong from
Taiwan says, "The students and
faculty are very friendly.If Isay hi, they
usually say hi back to me." Another
student, at the School of Pharmacy, is
Jenny Hong from Vietnam. She says,

News Editor and Assistant
Sports Editor. Applicants
must possess good
writing and managerial
skills. Journalism
experience is preferred
but not necessary. Pick up
applications at the office
of The Pacifican, third
floor of Hand Hall. Dead
line for submissions is Fri
day, Oct. 26, 5 p.m.

I would've bought a Macintosh even without
the student discount.
Greg Gallent
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University

"UOP is everything I expected. The
school of pharmacy is one of the best
schools I have seen." Senior Shalwati
Norshal from Malaysia is enrolled at
the School of Education. She says that
UOP is recognized by her government
because it is a small specialized school.

The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was
immediately hooked. If s a work of art. I saw
the student pricing and my next move
was obvious: get one.
"Some other computers are cheaper,
but they're a pain to learn, and working on
them can be a grueling experience.
Last year, a friend bought another kind
of computer against my advice and has used
it for maybe 15 hours.What a waste.
"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a
logical extension of the mind. It lets you
concentrate on what's in your paper, not on
how to get it on paper. You can creat
: professional-looking documents in
minutes, and you lose the fear of
learning new programs because they
all work in the same way.
"Once you've worked with a
Macintosh, there's no turning back!'

"The School of
Pharmacy is one of
the best schools I
have seen."
-Jenny Hong
Student
The other schools at UOP also
attract foreign students. Many govern
ments are confident with theeducation
and experience that its students are
receiving from UOP.Most students are
happy with the education they are
getting and they are content in the
various programs and schools that they
are enrolled in at UOP.

Volunteer at the
Anderson Y Center
Make a difference in your life and in society
Many programs available:

UNIVERSITY COMPUTER STORE

• Partners in Education
• Tutoring
• Recycling
• Mentoring
• Much More!

A Division of University Bookstore

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

Why do people love Macintosh®?
Ask them.

For more info call 446-2444
- Application — — — — — — —
Name:

Date:
1990 Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo,and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

jter

World On
Wednesday

hfiCO j

•<X rned*H0«toCl
to kno»"

Address:.
Phone: Work.
Birthdate:.

Date: October 24,12:30
p.m.-l :30 p.m.
Place: Bechtel Interna /
tional Center
Topic:"TheGulf Crisis:
The International Re
sponse"
Speaker: Stephen
McCaffrey, Professor of
Law, McGeorge SchoolOf
Law

Home:.
Sex: M F Year: F S J S GR. C ST.

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world...Vlsa® and MasterCard®
credit cards..."In your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTA1NM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

*****
OA

No turn downs!
credit checks!
No security deposit!

Approval absolutely guaranteed so
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026.HOLLYWOOD,FL ^3022

YES!

I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit
Cards. Enclosed find $15 which Is 100% refundable If not
approved immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

STATE—ZIP
S.S.*

1c

SIGNATURE
NOTE: MasterCaid Is a registered trademark of MasterCard International. Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
Services Association

100% GUARANTEED!

fFATURE
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Professor plans new program

Margo Schmidt

Faces

Hall leaves for sabbatical
long institure and England teaches de
pending on U.S. texts. HereintheU.S.
Guest Writer
there is a summer institure at the Uni
During spring semester at the Uni versity of Alabama and an occasional
versity of thePacific,the public relations one course at other schools. Very few
segment of the communication de schools have a PR major like UOP.
partment will have to function without Right now, no one is working on this
Dr. Carol Ann Hall, APR. Every six type of program that Hall knows of.
years UOP offers thier professors one "The timing is right with all that's
semester of sabbatical with pay if the going on in Europe," says Hall, "If
proposal of the professor's project or public relations are done right, it could
research choice is accepted. Dr. Hall's be an instrument of peace."

By Missy MacNeish

Dr. Carol Ann Hall
proposal was accepted and she will be
studying international PR as shecreates
a plan for a master's degree program at
UOP.
First, Hall researched where inter
national public relations is taught and
found that Germany talks of starting a
program, France has a short month

The School of InternationalStudies
at UOP is one of the best. It attracts
students from abroad and offers exten
sive study abroad programs with opportunitiesoutsideoftheUnitedStates.
With this in mind, UOPoffers the right
academic atmoshphere for teaching
international public relations. Students
would have mid-career jobs in Europe

which they would leave for a year to
complete the masters program at UOP.
Hall hopes this would turn into an
exchange program with UOP students
and professors.
At the Dallas convention for
PRSS A, this idea began while Dr. Hall
listened to a speech by Daniel J.
Edelman, CEO, of Daniel J.Edelman,
Inc., who has the largest independent
PR firm in the world.
After speaking with him about the
idea of a professor in residency he
asked Hall, "Where would you like to
go?" Spring 1991 will find Dr. Hall
beginning her sabbatical for Edelman
at the headquarters in Chicago.
Here she will analyze his manage
ment style and corporate philosophy to
better the Management of PR classes
and to betterunderstandforeign offices.
From there, Hall continues to London,
Dublin and Frankfurt to fully appreci
ate international PR.
Hall hopes to "not just observe, but
to get in and do it." Her wishes are to
work regular hours daily in agencies
and to work on international accounts.
Upon return, Hall willproposea masters
program for international PR at UOP
working in an exchange program for
mat.
In the future she would like to
continue short summer sessions at other
U.S. agencies to continue her educa
tion. The excitement is high for Hall,
"It's a dream, it really seems possible
now.

Anderson Y helps local children
By Adrienne Arieff
Guest Writer

The Anderson Y Center is a place
where work goes on to aid and support
the Stockton community. The purpose
of this center is to confront the social
and ethical issuesofourtimein realistic
ways. There are many programs that
are a part of this center which range
from tutorial services for students of all
ages to a program that offers support,
guidance and friendship to children.
The newest program through
Anderson Y is the Better University
Recycling Program (BURP). This
program, which was featured in issue
#2 of The Pacifican, is committed to
improving and protecting the environ
ment, meaning the sociological, psy
chological and physical conditions
contributing to the betterment of our
ecosystem.
Learning from the Heart is a pro
gram thatinvolves helping Cambodian
children in the Stockton area. A group

of 24 student mentors offer positive
role modeling, tutoring and guidance
to elementary school Cambodian
refugee children whoattend Cleveland
Elementary School in Stockton.
A partnership is created between
the Cambodian refugee community,

"It's really a great
feeling to help
young refugees see
a different side of
life."
-Ali Clark
PIE Mentor
Cleveland Elementary school, teach
ers, families, the University and social
service agencies. The partnerships are
beneficial because they combineAsian
and American perspectives in educa
tional and social support of the chil
dren.
Sophomore Ali Clark, who partici

pates in the mentor program,says, "It's
a really great feeling to help young
refugees see a different side of life and
to show them that there is not only pain
and unhappiness in the world. It's a
large responsibility and takes time but
it is well worth it when considereing
the benefits you can give the child."
Partners in Education (PIE) is a
high school support program whose
two goals are to promote the importance
of learning and to explore career op
tions.
PIE is a program where students
have the opportunity to increase the
quality and quantity of time in school
while having positive social and
learning experiences assisted by a
trained and caring UOP student.
Anderson Y is always seeking
volunteers. Says one volunteer," All
of the programs are filled with sup
portive people who really care."
For more information about the
Anderson Y Center, call 946-2444.

of UOP
Margo Schmidt, a junior at UOP,
has been on the debate team since
Spring of lastyear. With partner, Jamie
Sobieski, she has won trophies at sev
eral tournaments and recently came in
fifth place at a competition at Emory
University.
Scmidt, who is originally from San
Francisco, is also involved in UPBEAT,
Phi Kappa Delta, DeltaGamma,Omega
Phi Alpha, and ASUOP. Considered,
"One of the most active girls on cam
pus," by several of herfriends, Shcmidt
has held secretarial offices in bothDelta
Gamma and Phi Kappa Delta while
maintaining a 3.3 GPA.
Double majoring in Economics and
Communication, Schmidt would like
to go in to International Law in the
future.

Story by Krista Huntsman, Photo by Burke Culligan
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Feature Editor

Pacific Parent's Weekend. The
name alone brings back visions of
Parent's Night in elementary school. It
brings you back to the days when your
parents would visityour school to check
up on you, assuring themselves that
you were in good hands during the day,
that you were not terrorizing the other
students or flunking reading, that you
were playing fair in recess and that you
were keeping your desk clean.
Pacific Parent's Weekend at UOP is
simply Parent's Night on a larger scale.
This time again, your parents are
checking up on you and making sure
you are in good hands for the year. This
time, you do not have to have a
babysitter because you are invited to
attend and on top of that, UOP will
entertain your parents for the majority
of the weekend.
While they may still check to see
whether or not your desk is clean, this
time they will be checking on more
than that. They will be checking up on
your home away from home. Theywill
see where you live, eat, play, and some
times study. They will meet some of
your friends for the first time.
Pacific Parents Weekend is this Fri
day throughSaturday. Itbeginsat 7:30
p.m. with thewomen's volleyball game
against New Mexico. A wide variety
of events is scheduled for the weejjjend
including lectures given by various
professors, a barbecue luncheon Sat
urday at 12 p.m. on Knoles lawn, Par
ents vs. Students volleyball and tennis
ournaments and a footbal1game against
"tew Mexico at 6:30 p.m. Saturday.

Pacific Parents Weekend is this Fri
After what may seem like four mil
day through Saturday. It begins at 7:30 lion questions and a long tour of what
p.m. with theWomen's volleyball game always seemed like a rather small
against New Mexico State. A wide campus, your parents will be gone.
variety of events are scheduled for the Although you may nave oeen wary of
weekend including lectures given by your parent's visit from the beginning,
various professors. Lecture topics be you will most likely besad to see them
gin Saturday at 10 a.m. with seventeen go. Sunday night after they have gone,
topics covered throughout the day.
you and your friends will probably
There will be a barbecue luncheon complain to one another about how
Saturday at 12 p.m. on Knoles Lawn, annoying parents can be. None of you
Parents vs.Students volleyball and and will admit that you actually enjoyed the
tennis tournaments,and a football game weekend, but after your friends have
againstNew Mexico State at 6:30 pjn. gone back to their rooms and you know
Saturday.
your roommate will be gone, you will
If that is not enough, there is still the probably call them to make sure they
the President's reception. Almost every got home safely and that they enjoyed
hour your parents are herecan be filled the visit. No one ever has to know.
withactivities provided by UOP.

OPEN 7
DAYS !
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By Krista Huntsman
Feature Editor

In observance of AIDS awareness
month, the San Joaquin AIDS Foun
dation issponsoring as one of its activi
ties, a Candlelight March and Memo
rial Service with a quilt panel display
representing those persons who have
died from within the Stockton area.
The March will take place on Saturday,
Oct. 20.
With the death of one of the cam
puses own professors, Kerry Doherty,
AIDS has hit close to home. Students
need to not only learn about prevention

of the disease but, about the miscon
ceptions that follow, as well.
Courses such as "AIDS and Sexu
ally Transmitted Diseases" and "Hu
man Sexuality" are already offered on
the campus to help educatestudents.
There is alsoaLifelongLearningcourse
offered each semester on the topic. Yet,
students do not seem to realize that
there are any of these types of courses
offered on campus. Lately, students
have been showing interest in learning
more about the disease.
All persons who wish to participate
in the march should gather at Dr. Mar
tin Luther King, Jr. Plaza at 6 p.m.
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FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND KIDs!
NO APPOINMENT NEEDED
NOT GOOD WITH OTHER OFFERS|
Exp. 11 /10 / 90
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COUPON
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Candles for the march will be provided
by the San Joaquin AIDS Foundation.
The marching group will from and
march to the North Sea Wall where a
Memorial Service is planned.
Also in observance of this month,
there will be an AIDS Cut-A-Thon,
with all proceeds going to the San
Joaquin AIDS Foundation. The CutA-Thon will be held on Oct 21 from 9
a.m.- 6 p.m. at the Rey/Estrella Salon
located at4555 N. Pershing Ave., Suite
28 in Venetian Square.
For any further questions, please
contact the Foundation at 476-8533.

LIFE IM
HELL

$y 95

(1 block south of UOP
across from Lucky's)
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The community takes part in march
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Pacific parents come to town
By Krista Huntsman
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One Coupon
Per Person

Our goal is complete customer satisfaction. Any comments, suggutions, or ideas: Call (Mr. Jiminez (209) 957-6220 Collect.
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''Shooting
Stars"
enjoyable
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Rodeo poet to visit UOP

OUT AND ABOUT
Center Stage
Billy Idol, with special guests Faith No More, will appear at the Cow
Palace Saturday, Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. ana at the Concord Pavilion on Friday,
Oct. 19. Reserved seats are $22.50
James Taylor will appear at the Concord Pavilion on Sunday, Oct. 21
at 7:30 p.m. Reserved seats are $25.
"An Evening of Acoustic Music to Benefit the Bridge School" including
Neil Young and Crazy Horse, Elvis Costello, Steve Miller, Edie Brickell,
Jackson Browne and "Few" Bohemians will appear at the Shoreline
Ampitheatre on Friday, Oct. 26 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets are $25.
Linda Ronstadt and The Neville Brothers will appear at the Concord
Pavilion on Sunday, Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved seats are $27.50.
Anne Murray will appear at the Davies Symphony Hall on Sunday,
Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets are $25.
Indigo Girls and The Rave-Ups will appear at the Zellerbach Audito
rium on Wednesday, Oct., 31 at 8 p.m. Reserved tickets are $19.50.
Jerry Garcia Band will appear at the Henry J. Kaiser Convention
Center on Saturday, Nov. 24 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets are $21.
New Kids on the Block will hit northern California in February 1991!
Dates have been set for Feb. 22-25 at Lawlor Events Center, Oakland
Coliseum and Arco Arena. All performances will start at 7 p.m. and
reserves tickets are $25

By Matt Castle

Staff Writer
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Rodeo Poet" Paul Zarzyski in action at Montana Circuit Finals.

By Miriam Watson

Entertainment Editor

"Please don't tell my mother I'm a
rodeo cowboy. She thinks I play piano
at the whorehouse in Wallace, Idaho."
("Dear Mom")
Acowboy andapoet,an uncommon
match you might initially think, how
ever, Paul Zarzyski manages to do both
extremely well. Zarzyski is, in fact,
such a good rider that in 1983, only
eight years after he began riding, he
qualified as one of Montana's top ten
bareback bronco riders. However,
Zarzyski's other love, poetry won him
over and he now has given up bronco
riding to write and read on the poetry
circuit and at rodeos and horse shows.
Nonetheless, Zarzyski claims not to be
just a poet, but a "rodeo poet" Public
readings are a kind of replacement for
the energy of rodeo rides.
What makes Zarzyski's poetry so
unique is his ability to portray such
clear and truthful pictures of rodeo life
and of the towns he has lived in. As
UOP Instructor, Catherine Marconi

said, "Paul's poetry captures the vivid said, "Starting a poem is like nodding
life of a rodeo rider and the rural your head for the chute gate. Anything
Montana folk life with enthusiasm for and everything can happen. Take that
life's raw experience."
tuck and let'er buck."
Her Levis so tight
Zarzyski grew up in Hurley, Wis
I can read the dates on dimes
consin and attended University of
in her hip pockets...
Wisconsin at Stevens Point as a Biol
I'm Zarzyski,rhymes with whiskey, ogy major who longed to ride rodeo.
I tell her, — a lover, a fighter,
His one-of-a-kind style of poetry has
a Polish bareback bronc rider.
lead him to appear on the Today Show
("Zarzyski Meets the Copenhagen and as a guest on National Public Ra
Angel")
dio.
Although he prefers free verse, he
Currently, Zarzyski is on a reading
sometimes writes semi-traditional tour at universities in Northern Cali
rhyme and rhythm. Marconi first
fornia and Nevada. Zarzyski will be at
learned about Zarzyski at his poetry UOP this coming Monday, Oct. 22 at
reading at the University of California 3:00 p.m. in the Gold Room. All those
at Davis. She said that there were so interested in seeing and listening to
many people in the audience that there readings by this dynamic and enthusi
was standing room only. On poetry, astic "rodeo poet" are encouraged and
Maroni said,"Poetry is an opportunity welcome to attend.
for people to express themselves in an
This reading is funded by the UOP
anciently new way.It is a unique way of
english department and in partby Poets
expression that well deserves attention." and Writers, Inc. through major grants
In an interview, Zarzyski stated that
which it has received from the James
writing poetry puts him at risk because Irvine Foundation, the Lannan Foun
he never can tell what he will find out
dation and the Lila Wallace-Reader's
about himself through his writing. He
Digest Fund.

Wheeler's UK
By Courtney Barnes

So our people came by air and sea
To earn a money they could keep
Then fly back home
On the wings of a Grammy Award- "n
Sadly this never came to be
winning double platinum selling stint
When we learned we had just been
with Soul II Soul, Caron Wheeler has invited
stepped out as a solo artist. Her solo
To clean up after the war."
debut is called UK Blak.Wheeler writes
Here, Wheeler tells the story of Ja
Black without the "c" because she says maican immigrants who went to En
it sounds more African to her.
gland to seek economic freedom after
The album is basically a musical World War only to find themselves
autobiography that tells of the musical strapped to the English economy as a
and social influences she had as a first- cheap source of labor.
generation black girl in the United
On "Somewhere"and "Don't Quit",
Kingdom.
Wheeler brilliandy weaves together
The first single,"Livin' in theLight" rich vocal harmonies reminiscent of
is full of the prominent percussion and the acapella version of "Back to Life"
string arrangements her former com she performed with Soul II Soul.
pany Soul II Soul is known for. Co- "Somewhere" and "Quit" are both an
producer Africka Baby Bam, of the thems which encourage todays youth
Jungle Brothers, gives the record a to follow their dreams. Here, Wheeler
more urban flavor by fusing rap into the tells of how she almost gave up her
songs.
dream of having a successful singing
The title track "UK Blak"is a prime career and how by hitting her emotional
example of the album's deep lyrical and economic breaking points she was
content.
somehow inspired to persevere.
"Many moons ago
Uk Blak has definitive focus and
We were told thestreets were paved thought provoking lyrics. However, at
with gold
times the album's message gets lost in

"Les Miserables"continues at the Curran Theater in San Francisco —
Good tickets still available.
"The Boys Next Door" will open for the Tokay Players in Lodi on
Friday, Nov. 2 at 8 p.m.
"Fuente Ovejuna" will close this weekend at the Berkeley Repertory
Theatre.

On Campus
"Contemporary Surrealism: Fantasy Landscapes", featuring five art
ists depicting fantasy in everyday life, will end tomorrow at the UOP
Gallery located on the second level of the McCaffrey Center.
"Shooting Stars" continues this weekend at the Long Theater. Perfor
mances start at 8 p.m. and cost is $8 for general admission and $4 for
students, seniors, and UOPstaff. Tickets are avaliable at theLong Theater
Box Office.
The UOP Conservatory of Music presents the University Symphony
Orchestra in its Fall Concert on Friday, Oct. 26, at 8 p.m. in the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. Admission is by $3 scholorship donation;UOP
students and children under 12 admitted free.
The Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet has postponed its October 23
concert to Wednesday, November 28 at 8 p.m.

Mark Your Calendar

the looping baselines and throbbing
drum beats. UkBlak will certainly hold
it's own as a strident assertion of
Wheelers past and a preview to her
future.

Author Ken Kesey, famous for his novel, "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" and "Sometimes a Great Notion" will appear at UOP on Monday,
No v. 5.Kesey will be bringing hislegendary (now newly-refurbished) bus
which will soon become an exhibit at the Smithsonian Institute.Tickets
are $7.50 and $5 for UOP students, Kesey will also be on hand to sign
copies of his books. Tickets can be purchased at the Long Theatre Box
Office.
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EVERY COMPACT DIS~
CASSETTE AND MUSIC VlbEO
IS ON SALE NOW
FROM MCA, GRP, JVC.
MOTOWN, NA^ADA, CH^SS
AND VARESE SARABANDE!

OVER 2500 TITLES
ARE ON SALE!
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Way to Meet Exciting & Quality
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A FABULOUS 7 DAY NORWEGIAN
CRUISE LINE CARIBBEAN CRUISE
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COMPACT DISCS

MUDOY WATERS
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Shooting Stars, a comedy by
Molly Newman, opened last Thurs
day at Long Theatre. The show is
produced by thedepartmentof drama
and dance and directed by Scott
Eckern. The play is about seven
women from around the country who
play onabasketball team in Indiana.
The team's coach and manager,
Cassius (played by senior Frank
Burton - the only man in the cast), is
a manipulative paternal figure for
the young women and the plot cen
ters around how they leam to rely on
themselves and each other rather
than him.There is additional conflict
between the team's oldest member,
Charlene (played by senior Annette
Wicks), and the rest of the women.
The performances on opening
night were mostly solid, especially
by Michelle McDonald, Leslie
Fielding, Traci-Lin Burgess and
Annette Wicks. Since the main act
ing challenge of the play is character
delineation and development, the
actors have to deliver every line
carefully and convey the subtext
clearly; each of these four women
did a convincing job of portraying
their characters clearly.
Each of the characters is distinct
and they all have towork together in
a closely knit ensemble for the piece
to work. The ensemble is a little
shaky at the beginning butimproves
as the show progresses. Some of the
individual performances detracted
fom the effect of the ensemble and
thus took away from the power of
the plpt development. Burton de
livers some of his lines in a way that
eft me unsure as to the message he
meant toconvey. Other players took
a little while to really get rolling as
far as character development was
concerned, so that when the plot
increased in intensity, especially in
the second act, it took an extraeffort
from those actors (and from the au
dience) to make the action believ
able.
Molly Newman wrote a realistic
script, one which easily leads the
audience to believe that the charac
ters are real and the action entirely
plausible. The script is not, how
ever, what one might expect from a
"comedy." The show is not written
for big laughs although there are a
few funny and endearing moments.
Viewers will be disappointed if they
go expecting to laugh themselves
into tears. Rather, this play deals
with humanity and the way seven
women leam to unite despite their
individual flaws and weaknesses.
The best way to enjoy the work may
be either to read the script first or to
see it twice.
Despite some problems in the
very start of the show, the cast does
good job of highlighting the hu
man dynamics of the script. As a
group, they convincingly manifest
the main messages the piece tries to
express and offer some laughs as
well as insights to their viewers.
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|& Tiger Tracks Football explodes against Titans 67-37
By Everett Russell
Staff Writer

Friday, October 19

The University of the Pacific's
football team exploded for 747 yards,
setting a new school record, against
Big West conference rival Fullerton
State. This led them to beat the Titans
67-37 in Santa Ana, California. The
previous record of 697 yards was es
tablished in 1958 in a win against San
Diego State. The Tigers captured their
first conference victory improving to
1-3 and 2-4 overall.
Tiger quarterback Troy Kopp, who
set records for attempts (61) and
completions (37) in the Tigers' last
game against UNLV, set two more on
Saturday by passing for 515 yards and
completing seven touchdowns. Kopp
completed 31 passes, throwing 52 times
with three interceptions.
Kopp downplayed his accomplish
ments. The sophomore quarterback
said, "I did not play as well as I would
have liked. Ididn'treallythrowtheball
that well. I'm impressed with what the
offensecando. Butiflcanstayfocused
every game, I can do better. I could
have thrown more (touchdown passes)
if I didn't throw the interceptions."
Even though the Tiger offense
scored 67 points, Head Coach Walt
Harris, said "We weren't as smooth as
we need to be."
On the receiving end of Kopp's
touchdown passes were wide receivers
Aaron Turner, Melvin Johnson and
Daryl Hobbs who caught two touch
down receptions each. Running back
Steve Mehl caught Kopp's other
touchdown pass. Kopp was relieved of
his quarterback duties with eight min

Volleyball vs. New Mexico State
..7:30 p.m.
Water Polo at Fresno State
Field Hockey at California Invitational
TBA
Saturday, October 20

Football vs. New Mexico State
..6:30 p.m.
Field Hockey at California Invitational.
TBA
Water Polo vs. Long Beach State
12:00 p.m.
Sunday, October 21

Field Hockey at California Invitational

TBA

Tuesday, October 23

Volleyball at San Jose State
Thursday, October 25

Water Polo at Santa Clara
Field Hockey vs. California

..3:00 p.m.
..3:00 p.m.

Friday, October 26

Volleyball at Long Beach State

..7:30 p.m.

Water Polo loses a
pair to top teams

By Alfred Spear

The last time the Tigers faced the
Air Force Academy this year, Pacific
scored 23 goals in two games. The
Falcons came prepared this time and
i-aicons

Sports Editor

and by D.J. Heller
Guest Writer

Todd Hosmer scored five goals in
consecutive losses to Air Force and
Pepperdine. The7th rankedUOP water
polo team fell to 1-3 in the Big West
Conference and has an overall record
of 10-10.
Pacific looked to duplicate last
week's effort against defending na
tional champion UC Irvine. However,
the Tigers had trouble getting their
offense in gear. UOP only managed to
score 11 goals in the two games while
giving up 17.
"We were terrible. The big
o rpeople
Mr

in front of the goa! did not produce like
they did againstUC Irvine. Whenthey
don t produce, you don't win. Kelly
PorterandToddHosmerwereouronly
offense, said Head Coach John Tan-

wentaway with a 6-5 victory on Friday.
Porter and Hosmer provided the offense, scoring two goals a piece.
On Saturday, UOP played 6th
ranked Pepperdine who proved worthy
of theirranking.They handed theTigers
their second loss in two days, 11-6.
Hosmer scored three times and Todd
Hinders, Doug Sutherland and Kelly
Porter scored once each.
The Tigers' schedule does not get
any easier. The team travels to Fresno
State on Friday to play the 9th ranked
Bulldogs, and on Saturday they play
»wMiiiuuvvuiA/llg
OVuvll State.
OulU/ TuClllC
10th
ranked Long Beach
Pacific
defeated Fresno State earlier this year
10-9 in the Fresno State Tournament
and have seven straight games against
theBulldogs. ThelasttimeUOPplayed
Long Beach State, theTigers lost 11-6.

MONTCLAIR LIQUORS
"7555 Pacific Avenue
(Near Hammer Lane)

WE ARE OPEN LATE!!!
Fridays & Saturdays
9am-lam

Keg Beer • Wine • Spirits
Entertainment Bars

477-9296

utes remaining in the game, but the
offense did not lose a step. Junior quar
terback, Kris King threw a three-yard
touchdown toss to wide receiver Oscar
Meza to finish the scoring.
Mehl led the Tigers with 151-yards
receiving and 127-yards rushing.
Turner also had six catches for 120
yards.
The game was a lot closer than the
final score indicates. Pacific led 47-37
after three quarters before scoring 20
points in the fourth quarter to put the
game out of reach.
Hobbs caught an eight-yard touch
down pass with 12:12 left in the game
to make it 54-37. Two minutes later,
defensivecornerback.Troy Reeves put
the game away with a 68-yard inter
ception return for a touchdown which
made the score 61-37.
During the first quarter, the two
teams went back and forth with UOP
taking a 12-7 lead. In the second
quarter, the teams scored a total of 38
points. Mehl caught a 10-yard touch
down pass to give the Tigers a 19-7
lead. FullertonState came rightback to
cut the lead to 19-14 on a 31-yard
touchdown run by Danny Pasquil. The
Tigers came back with 7:07 to play in
the first half on a one-yard touchdown
run by Brian Fisher to make the score
26-14. Fullerton State answered on
J J. Celestine's second touchdown re
ception to make it 26-21. The Tigers
responded with a 19-yard touchdown
reception by Turner for a 33-21 lead.
Fullerton State closed the first half
scoring with a 32-yard field goal by
Kevin Ferguson with six seconds left to
make the score 33-24 at the half.
The Tiger's opening drive in the

Kopp named
Sports
Illustrated
Player of Week

CD
er.
o

O
CD

Troy Kopp
second half was stalled by a Kopp
interception. Thelitans took advantage
of the turnover, scoring on a 17-yard
pass play.cutting Pacific's lead to 3331. The Tigers came back to score the
next two touchdowns on a nine-yard
pass to Hobbs and a 12-yard pass to
Turner to make it 47-31.
Fullerton State's final score came
on a three-yard touchdown run by
Reggie Yarbrough on the last play of
the third quarter to make the score 4737. The Titan's were unable to score
any more points, losing for the sixth
straight time and dropping thciroverall
record to 1-6. They remain winlcss in
the Big West Conference.
"This win was a big boost to the
team's morale. Now we know what
can happen. We just need to keep
working hard in practice to get better,"
said Kopp.
The Tigers host New Mexico Stale
this Saturday with game time set for
6:30 p.m. at Amos Alonzo Stagg Me
morial Stadium.

Day In the life of the UOP athlete
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volleyball players day filled with numerous resoonsibilities
Wlnu, J
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By Abby Gardner

Staff Writer

Sharon Kasser has wanted to be a
second grade teacher ever since she
was in the third grade.. "I don't know
why...Don't ask me why? I just have!
I've started to steer away from it for a
while becauseit takes a lot of patience.
There is not a lot of money in it...but I
just always keep coming back to it,"
says Kasser.
This is the same Sharon Kasser
who is on the women's volleyball team
at UOP. Kasser, 20, came to UOP for
volleyball primarily, but also because
she feels it is a good academic school.
Sharon's education is extremely im
portant to her.
"I'm not going to be playing vol
leyball forever; I've been playing so
long. After I finish college, it's just
going to be for recreation," says Kasser,
a 6 2 brunette. She added, however,
that she would like to coach volleyball
after college, either at a high school or
a university, depending on what's
available.
Kasser, originally from Huntington
Beach,started swimmingcompeti lively
at the age of four. From then on she
played sports including soccer, track,
basketball and volleyball. "I played
everything a girl could play, basically!"
Kasser says. She started volleyball in
sixth grade, and started playing
year-round in ninth grade.
A typical day for Kasser is aa busy
one. She usually hasone or two classes
in ttie morning. She tries to fitin lunch,
which issometimes difficult, since she
hasclass until 12:20.She begins getting
ready for practice at 12:30, which in-

eludes therapy, changing and so on.
She starts practice at either 1:30 or 2
p.m., and then practices until 5 p.m.
She is home by 5:30 or 6 p.m. where
she eats and does her homework.
"That's basically it. Not much besides
volleyball and school!" says Kasser.
Kasser is a liberal studies major
with a psychology concentration. She
plans to get her teaching credential to
teach elementary school. She will
graduate with a B.A. from UOPand go
to UC Santa Barbara to finish her fifth

r
sorority last spring, which adds to her
activities. Why? "Ispend so much rime
in the gym, it's nice tobe involved with
a different group of people. It's nice to
take
myself
out
of
that
world...something that is not volley
ball oriented. John, our coach, stressed
that volleyball shouldn't be your only
thing, socially."
Kasser does wish she could bemore
of a "normal" student sometimes. "A
lot of times...especially when we have
to get here Aug. 8 and practice two
times a day including lifting weights.
When you're going through that,
practicing six to seven hours a day and
you 're gone on weekendsand you have
to schedule your social time around
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St. Mary's won the overall team
competition. TheTigers finished in the

teaching in Saraa Barbara, rake a
a sixlh
MAUI
vear at
at tipqu
year
UCSB and get. .her master's
degree.
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thing done That sthegoodthingabout
teaching; I know what I'm going to be
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up to their capability The team lacked
the proper mental preparation for this

What does she do in her spare time
at UOP? "What spare time?" she
replies, only half joking. She usually
spends time with
,
marily relaxing in 1 * eammates'
^ ta'n8
l»
nex, game. She likes'io iltth movta,
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having people around.
Kasser pledged Kappa AlphaTheta
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a while! However, Kasser will miss
volleyball at UOP. "Icouldn'timagine
going to school without playing vol-
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lucky."
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felt that it could be a
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unity. Tilton said, "We had some last
minute personal problems. This was
an emotional meet for us."
^ team's next scheduled meet is
The
Satuiday, Oct 20 at the Menlo Invitational. Tilton is optimistic about this
meet 'We'verunthiscoursebefore. If
our team is healthy, we will run well."

•TREK
• KLEIN
• FAT CHANCE
• YETI
• GT
• NISHIKI
• AND MORE!

DO-IT-VOURSELF REPAIRS
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Alter one ol their Dest pertormances
this season, the UOP cross country
team entered the Mills College Invita
tional.
,

year. She hopes to do her student

Sharon Kasser

YOUR MOUNTAIN BIKE SPECIALIST
NOTHING ELSE EVEN COMES CLOSE!!
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By Boyd Nies
Staff Writer

direCt0rat
UC°SantTBarbalt0
UL Santa Barbara. He has a strong
fluence in my life. He has done
Je wants to do." Kasser

Kasser owes her hard work and
determination toherfather,John Kasser,
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Cross
country
lacks
focus

field of 46 runners. She was four
minutes off the pace with a time of
22:25. Kelly Palmer, VinceleeStevens,
Jenny Greene, and Susan Moberg
rounded out the UOP contingent of
runners. Overall, the times were com
F
paratively
slower
times at
"iauvc1)' s,ow
er than
tnan the
the times
at the
the
UOPInvitational.'Thecoumewasslow
and nobody really ran well,"said Head
Coach Sam Tilton.

could forget it all. In the long run,
you're glad you do it, even if you have
no time."
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The last Pacific football player to be
named Player of the Week by Sports
Illustrated was defensive comerback
Ruben Harper in 1987. Harper inter
cepted four New Mexico State passes
as the Tigers defeated the Aggies 23-7.

Serene Hill.

WZ&ZSu* at li.O.-p.

ft

Tiger quarterback Troy Kopp has
been named Sports Illustrated Player
of the Week, Football NewsPlayer of
the Week, and the Big West Confer
ence Player of the Week for his record
breaking performance against Ful
lerton State. Kopp threw 52 times,
completing 31 passes for 515 yards
and seven touchdowns. He helpec
guide the Pacific offense to a record
747 yards and 67 points.
Kopp's single-game passing and
total yardage records top the two pre
vious marks, 446 and 438, set by Paul
Berner in 1984 against the Fullerton
State Titans. The previous UOP
touchdown record for one game was
four touchdowns set by five different
quarterbacks. Kopp was the last one
to tie the mark last season against San
Jose State.
Kopp, only a sophomore, ranks in
the Pacific career top 10 in six differ
ent categories. He is first in comple
tion percentage (.567), third in
completions (221), fourth in touch
down passes (22), sixth in passing
yardage (2,639), eighth in attempts
:390) and 10th in total offense (2,603
yards).
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Volleyball sets record

Intramurals provide excitement
By Rich Carr
StaffWriter
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Katy Eldridge gets ready to make a pass in a recent Lady Tiger home game

By Heather Schoeny
Staff Writer
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V.'fcated the Aggies23.7

The number two ranked Lady Ti
gers set a new women's volleyball
record for most consecutive three game
match wins by beating the California
Berkeley Bears and the Fresno State
Bulldogs. These two victories beat the
previous record of six straight three
game matches established in 1989.
Against Fresno State, UOP led in
all statistical columns, out hitting the
Bulldogs .267 to .095. They also had
more blocks (9-7) and digs (50-43).
Krissy Fifer had six digs and was the
kill leader with 12 (while hitting .450).
Vikki Simonis set a 1990single match
high with four service aces.
Outside hitter Katy Eldridge

thought that the match was very benefi
cial for the team. She said,"Everyone
contributed tothe win". Eldridge came
out late in the first game due to a tight
back and was replaced by Simonis.
Redshirt freshman Lisa Barbieri re
placed middle blocker Cathey Scotlan
who came out in the end of the second
game. The Lady Tigers were still able
to win 15-10,15-11, and 15-9, and it
was the teams 10th straight victory
improving its overall record to 17-1
and Big West Conference record to 61.
On Friday,the Lady Tigers traveled
to Berkeley where they beat the Bears
in threegames, 154,18-16, and 17-15.
The score does not indicate how close
and competitive the match had been.
The Bears were aided by the loud band
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Women's Basketball-The Lady Tigers began practicefor the 1990-91
season on Monday, Oct. 15....The returning starters include: seniorsCharmon Logan, Lena Petersson and Charlene Alden; sophomore-Tine
Freil The returning reserves are Shannon Kelly, Laura Young, Molly
McCoskery,CharlotteSoeeberg,NatashaNorrisandAndreaChristoff....The
newcomers are junior Lisa Pounds and freshman Shelly Beattie.
Field Hockey- The field hockey team beat Chico State on Saturday 31. Melissa McNutt scored the first goal coming four minutes into the game.
Karen and Kristen Chiaramonte scored one goal each. UOP improved its
record to 2-2 in the Nor Pac Conference and have an overall record of 37 The team playsStanford on Friday to begin theCalifornia Invitational.
Football- If Troy Kopp were to continue with his current averages
throughout the rest of the season, he would wind upcompleting 187 of 335
passes (.558) for 2,541 yards with 25 TD passes....In his last two games,
Kopp is 68-of-113 (60.2 percent) for 930 yards and 10 TD passes while
throwing only five interceptions....The 104 combined points was the
second most in Pacific history, second only to Nevada-Reno's 132-0
whitewash in 1919,Pacific's first season of football....Thepassing offense
is ranked number one in the Big West and sixth in the nation with a 302.3
per game average—Freshman Steve Mehl is the first Tiger to have gained
100 yards rushing and receiving in the same game.
Swimming- Practice began for the swimming team on September 15.
The team practices Monday through Friday from 3 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
has additional practices in the mornings from 5:30 a.m. to 7 a.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday...According toHead Coach JimTaketa, sophomore
Mary Ellis has trained very hard for the season and is doing well in
practice....Freshman Melissa Pugh has had solid fall practices and is
expected to fight for a spot on the team.
Volleyball- The Lady Tigers continued their winning streak of 11
matches, last week with 3-0 victories over Fresno State and California.
Pacific has won 22 consecutive games and 27 of the last 28 games....Senior
captain Cathey Scotlan had nine blocks against California, increasing her
total blocks record to 638 and needs51 solo blocks to become number one
on the Pacific block solo list...Scotlan needs 33 total blocks to become
number one in the Big West Conference history—Senior Krissy Fifer has
1,072 kills and is only the eighth player in Pacific history to achieve 1,000
kills.
Water Polo- Sophomore Todd Hosmer leads the team with 38 goals for
the season. Teammate Kelly Porter is a close second having scored 32
goals-Pacific has scored 175 points for the season while holding its
opponent to 174 goals-Goalies Dan Delia Maggiora has 99 saves in 14
games and sophomore Tom Cheli has 68 saves in 11 games.
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Cheerleading is not
an
intercollegiate sport, but it still requires
dedication, time, effort and the need for
crowd support.
The University of the Pacific
cheerleaders do more than yell and
scream at football, basketball and vol
leyball games. These nine ladies take
their job seriously because cheerleading
for them is a full time commitment.
These girls began their season in the
summer when they attended
cheerleading camp. Their dedication
does not end until basketball season
finishes during the middle of spring
semester.
The 1990 cheerleading squad con
sists of veterans Carey Chatfield, Lisa

H ill and Nicole Hess. The newcomers
include: Shawna Welsh, Erin Welsh,
Erin Alberger, Jaime Askew, Lori
Nozawa and HeatherSeifert. Each one
of the cheerleaders spends eight hours
a week at practice and at aerobics
programs. Prior to a UOP football
game, the cheerleaders practice two
hours. They cheer throughout the three
hour game and spend additional time
designing and hanging posters. The
time sjjent each week preparing for a
home football game adds up to 16
hours.
In addition to cheering at UOP
football games, the ladiescan be found
at the A.G. Spanos Center supporting
the volleyball team. The basketball
season has not begun, but when itdoes
thecheerleaders' schedule will befilled
with another set of games and prac

Come enjoy the fun while supporting a different
U.O.P. organization/club every week!
$1 cover - Procedes go to the
organization or club

2381 W. March Lane
(209) 952-2142
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Intramural Fabulous Five:

1. Archania (5-2)
. 2. Phi Delta Theta (5-2)
3. Repetabs (10-0)
4. Smelly Carf (7-1)
5. Mataputos (3-5)
Playoffs:

Today "B" Finals 4:30 p.m.
"A" Finals 5:30 p.m.
Volleyball-League play starts
Monday in Co-recreational and4-man
leagues. All games will be in the Main
Gym. The captains meeting is today at
5:00 p.m. inWPC123.
There is a volleyball tournament at
Delta College on Saturday. There are
two-person beginner and advanced
levels. For more information contact
the intramural office at 946-2716 or
call Jon Weldon at Delta College at
474-5484.

tices.
The cheerleaders receive little fi
nancial support from outside sources
but they travel to most away football
games either by flying with the team or
travelling amongst themselves. They
are currently trying to raise enough
money tocover theexpense of flying to
Hawaii for the football game between
the UOP Tigers and the University of
Hawaii Rainbows on Oct. 27.
Carey Chatfield, a senior and the
squad's team captain,said, "We almost
have enough money for our trip. We
hold cheerleading clinics for both el
ementary and high school girls teach
ing them cheers and dance routines.
The money wemade from these clinics
will help pay for our trips."
The team receives the majority of

(See CHEER, page 10)

SUPER STUDENT
SPECIALS!!!
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By Laurie Liebmann
Staff Writer

Every Wednesday is U.O.P. Night at
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With theirovcrtimewinovcr Dopridcrs,
SAE II just needed a victory over
Bunch O' Guys toclinch second place.
Biofizzers and Dopridcrs, with their
losses this week have dropped from
contention.

Cheerleaders create spirit

' FITNESS CENTER *
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and crowd as the two teams battled
through the three games. Scodan,who
was playing in front of her hometown
crowd, said, "Although we won in 3
games, Cal was a very competitive
team, and we had to come together for
the victory."
Scotlan dominated the match
gathering 14 kills, 8 digs, and 9 blocks.
Fifer led the team in kills with 18.
Leading the dig and assist categories
was junior setter Melanie Beckenhauer
with 10 digs and 42 assists.
The match was characterized by
long rallies and streaks of points by
each team. Middle blocker Sharon
Kasser said, "We played together as a
team to finishing each play and the
match."
The Lady Tigers will attempt to
continue their win streak Friday night
against the New Mexico State Roadrunners in the A.G. Spanos Center at
7:30 p.m. The Aggies have lost five
straight matches, and have only won
one match in the Big West Conference,
1-7.

Indoor Soccer-kicked off last
Thursday with a bang. Offense is the
only way to win this game and several
teams have displayed potent ones. In
the Orange division for men, Chatumba
demolished Bunch O' Guys 9-0.
Homey Don't Play That beat Phi Delta
Theta 6-2 in a close physical battle.
In the Black division, Blue Balls
defeated The Desert Shield 6-4.
Borgorosso outclassed Archania 8-2
with a team fullof internationalstudents.
They also brought 35 fans with them to
support the team.
The co-recreational league had the
most explosive offense with The
Graduates beating Southwest I 11-2.
Jessie B and John B-52's fought toa44 tie.
All indoorsoccer games are played
in the South Campus Gym. It is sug
gested that all fans enter by the south
west entrance which is by the Sports
Medicine Center.

Football-Playoffs have been in
progress all week. Today is the finals
for both "A" and "B" divisions. At the
time of this writing, the playoff picture
is this.
In the "A" league, the only thing
certain is SAE will finish third with at
least a 3-4 record. Phi Delta Theta and
Archania have identical 5-2 records
with one game left. Mataputos finished
with a3-5 recordand Archania needsto
beat Hawaiin Express to get into the
playoffs without playing the Express
again. If the Express beats Archania
then they will play the tie breaker with
Mataputos.
The"B" orange division has Smelly
Carf with a 7-1 record. Menhunes (43) and Archania II (5-2) met Monday.
Both the teams have their own destiny
in their hands.
The "B" black division was the
only leagueinorderwhen ThePacifican
went to press. Repetabs have shown
their superiority by posting a perfect
10-0 record after tight wins over
Biofizzers, 19-18 and SAE II , 8-0.

• Wolff Tanning
lifecycles
• Nutritional Supplements
Freeweights
• Hottest New Fitnessware
Ultraglide
Lockers & Showers
* Coming soon: Stairmasters
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CHEER
(Continued from page 9)

its compliments from the coaches and
athletes. "Theyshowusalotofsupport
and are thankful for what we do. The
squad feels that it takes more than just
the coaches and players to make them
feel appreciated. "The crowd support
is what we need," said Chatfield. The
cheerleaders try tobuild crowd support
and enthusiasm each game. Chatfield
has high hopes for UOP's spirit She
said, "The school is very apathetic and
pokes fun at the teams when they are
losing. Sometimes the crowd enthusi
asm and spirit provide the extra help
needed to pump up a team. We want
crowds to show up, stay up for the
entire game and open their mouths. It's
like pulling teeth to get a crowd to yell
back. Even when a few hundred fans
are responding it can make a big dif
ference.
Chatfield has been a member of the
squad for the past two years and is
proud of their accomplishments. Ac
cording to Chatfield, the team has im
proved since last year. The squad is a
great deal closer and the unity carries
over to their performances. The squad
plans to continue in their improvement
and hopes that UOP'sfans will support
them and the Tigers.

ward Cazares in a statement to the
Sacramento Bee,"It's a shame hecan't
be around controlled substances."
Although Avakian, 44, faces a
possible one-year sentence and a fine
of upto $100,000, his attorney is hopeful
that he will receive probation. He is
scheduled to be sentenced Dec. 20.
As part of a plea bargaining agree
ment, Avakian will forfeit his research
license. A six-count indictment of ob
taining or trying to obtain a total of 95
grams of cocaine between April and
J une are expected to be dropped under
the agreement.
Some of Avakian's former col
leagues do not believe the professor
has been treated fairly. "At least in my
mind he's not a criminal," said Marvin
Malone, in a statement to the Sacra
mento Bee, "He was been really rail
roaded."

TUITION
Continued from page 3

Pharmacy in 1986 as a physiologistpharmacologist and was considered a
leading researcher on the physical ef
fects of cocaine. The studies he con
ducted in 1988 helped to reveal the
cause of death of University of Mary
land basketball player star, Len Bias
and Clevland Browns football player,
Don Rogers.
"He's got credentials that are
unbelieveable, "said DEA agent Ed-

similar reasons for raising their prices
this year.
Yet thebenefits are not always obvi
ous to students.
While Puget Sound's Larson agreed
some of her professors deserve to be
paid more, "it's disappointing when I
have professors that aren't worth (the
increase)."
The few campuses that did not im
pose hikes this year say they may lose
faculty member who, living on modest
salaries, could opt for higher-paying
jobs at other schools or in private in
dustry.
"Our faculty salary increases (this
year) wereminimal,"said BobWoggon,
a spokesman for Northern Illinois Uni
versity, which along with Illinois State
and Sangamon State universities froze
tuition at 1989-90 levels. "That puts
(the university) in a very bad position."
But a tuition increase predicted for
next year may scare away students,

(Please see next column)

(Please see next column)

AVAKIAN
(Continued from page 1)

said Sangamon State spokesman Peter
McNeil. "We're afraid we're going to
lose students," he said.
"It's always a last resort to raise
tuition," he said.
A variety of schools that don't want
to raise tuition precipitously raise stu
dent fees instead.
In the past year, the universities of
Wisconsin, California and North Caro
lina at Chapel Hill as well as Michigan
State and Indiana universities an
nounced fee hikes.
Fee raising is"especially prevalent
in states where colleges have little or no
control" over their budgets, said
Hauptman, author of several national
tuition studies.
Officials at the 34 State University
of New York campuses, for example,
created or drastically hiked ahalf dozen
fees students must pay for transporta
tion, health and other services.
The fees are "chiefly a revenueraiser for the university," asserted Judith
Krebs of the statewide SUNY student
association.
Students at the University of Buf
falo, where tuition did not rise thisyear,
were so angered by a stiff new bus fee
that hey stormed a campus building in
late August.
College prices, Hauptman said,will
keep rising.
About the only thing that.will keep
them from going up faster than the
inflation rate, he added, is if the infla
tion rate itself is accelerated.
If there were a huge jump in infla
tion next year it might be the first year
college costs didn't go up faster than
the prices of other services, Hauptman
said.
But then colleges would probably
have to catch up by raising their prices
faster, too.
"Typically, college tuition ratestend
to lag a year or two behind inflation,"
he said.

Classifieds

REPORTS
RESUMES
TERM PAPERS

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

SALES
Road Bike, $400 new, Asking $175,
8-speed, 21" frame, metallic gTey and
'•'lute. Also have pump, spare rubes and
ack. Call Chris: 474-6585.
Two wingback recliner chairs, rose
:olored, 10 months old, New value $500
:ach. Asking $200 each. 957-4728. Ask
or Carol
CATCH THE WAVE! Have income
otential! Spare time-part, time-full time,
rhe entrepreneurs dream where you work
mart not hard. Join the #1 Bio-tech,
ompany sweeping the U.S.A. 24 hour
nessage 415-979-5453.
HALLOWEEN PUMPKINS: Buy
our halloween pumpkin from the Morarboard Honor Society in the McCaffery
enter fro 10/23-10/30.
ATTENTION: Intense drinking game!
TIKI-A game of Doubles, Send
•4.95+S2.00 for S/H to:Bulldog Pred
icts, P.O.Box 4707, Stockton, Ca 952041707.
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, summer, Jerm. Graduate, and Internship programs.
Ml run for under $6000. Call Curtin
Jniversity at 1-800-878-3696.

NEXT, Inc. is seeking a highly moti
vated graduate or undergraduate student to
work part-time assisting in technical sales
and support of the NEXT computer on
campus. The following attributes would
be desirable: Sales and/ormarketing expe
rience, strong interpersonal communica
tions skills, problem solving abilities and
familiarity with PC and/or workstation en
vironments. Please send resume to: NEXT,
Inc., 210 Saginaw Dr., Redwood City, CA
94063. FAX: (415) 780-2900orelectronic
mail to: Richard_Miller@next.com

Professional quality documents
from your final drafts

We Help Students
Prepare Resumes!!

AB Wordprocessing

944-0763

DELTASIGMAPIPLEDC.ES- Keep
up the excellent work!!!!! Only six more
weeks.
VINCE-Thanks for all your help. I
couldn't do it without you.
JULIE-Have a great time at formal
with that Berkeley hunk of a football
player!!!

$

WOO

IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Be a winner with coupons for use on your next visit.

254 OFF

504 OFF

HUM pment th»»coupo« beforeonfennf. O*order prt coupon prfcumwwr per viad.
Customer mun pajany sainta« tkit Nupiidin
km withany nthrr promotional
offer. Offer good only at ptnictpwinf TCW «u*n. CmJi value: )(aufiirnt.

Hem promt (hbcoupon before ordertn*.Or* order pet coupon per customer pet visit.
Customer mux paymy stiestax due. Nojaoodmcottfcinidonwith any orber promotional
offer. Offer Rood only at panicipitini"TtPT Mom. Cuh value:
of a cent.
Offer Eaptras:

TCBV." Waffle Cone

!!•

TCBV
The Country$ Best MtgurU

redby 128include 1*'s 111
isKf^inrcvcntionandcU-in
:P«Iec«-1°r"BrCCnh"

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

The winning comes easy at your "TCBV®" store.

Offer Expires:

"pntal staicrnc

FAST FUNDRAISING
G

Call 1-800-932 0528 Ext. 50

iimiImm

.l^^Lbclorc'
t'M
l.fcT'fg,.W « ihv0

L on

This program works!
No investment needed.

"TCBV"Regular Smoothie

^?clTar..

Discounts to Students

PERSONALS
SUZIE-It was certainly better than a
taxi. Have you recovered?..Happy 21st!

Greer

Last Minute Papers?
Next Day Service
Available

III

|»»

TCBV
The CountryV Best K>gurt,

5756 Pacific Ave. • Stockton • (209) 952-8483
(in Chili's Parking Lot)

Expires 12-15-90

Three new ways to survive college.

od wnicu
, jo causecancer or birth dc Ic
£STthat safer alternatives
"L?,wcn'i
This doesn't impresscx
impress ex
us It
bii General C. Everett Koop
tiles,"Publicpolicy should tx- b.i
onloundscience, not scare tar tics
Jght this proposition would pro
th health of mothers and children
itsjroponentsclaim, 1 d be with th
IT|not Prop. 128 would turt pro
Cijfomians' health."
Hie argument against Big Grcl
Ihij it is "well intentioncd htu ful
faulflaws." says Artie 1 awycr, a |
ad wateforthecanipau'ii against
Hi adds that Big Green is a "giab
u •
hi I of a lot of ditk'h i i >
What is Big Green suppuM'd li
[According to Michael Bcx cad

Campu

AIDS av
,«xwairaven
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The Macintosh Classic
The Macintosh Ilsi

Usl

With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh® computers, meeting the challenges of college
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now everybody
can afford a Macintosh.
The
is our most affordable
model, yet it comes with^veiything you need—including
a hard disk drive.The HBSffiSSBH combines color
capabilities with affordability And the MlffllHfflHIIBI js
perfect for students who need a computer with extra
power and expandability
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll
• have a computer that lightens your work load without

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master And
when you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all.That's because thousands of
available programs all work in the same, consistent manner.
You caneven share information withsomeone who uses a
different type of computer-thanks to Apple's versatile
SuperDrive/which reads from and writes to Macintosh
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple® II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself
and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot'
easier.

University Computer Store
A Division of the University Bookstore

ittre
^ndorTls!nip,en*r
are Pass

Lower Level. McCaffrey Center

Hie power to be your best™
e 1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple lopp. and Macintosh
° ^
P
MS-reSiAare^rad^^
f

pple Com
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SuperDrive and "The power to be your best"are tr
to Apple Computer. Inc.
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